1. Let {ρ n } and {q n } be real or complex sequences such that P n = Σ to s, if tζ« = ΣU oPn _ k q/P n -> j(n ^ oo). It is said to be absolutely summable (N,p n ), or summable | 7V, p n \, if Given two summability methods A and B, we write A Q B if each sequence summable A is summable 5. If each includes the other, we write A -B.
We define the sequence {r n } by r n = Σ n k = o p n _ k q k and define the sequence {c M } formally by 1/Σ^U P**" = Σ^= O C M JC w . We write {pJeJB if ^r t > 0, p n+ ι/ρ n ^p n+2 /P n +i ^ 1» and also write ' for an Y sequence {/*}> Λ (1) = Σ^oΛ, λ (2) = Σ2«oΛ
(1) And ^ denotes an absolute constant, not necessarily the same at each occurrence.
On inclusion relations between two summability methods Das gives the following theorems. The puφose of this paper is to prove the following theorems. In this Theorem, if we put q n == 1, then we obtain Theorem C.
The author takes this opportunity of expressing her heartfelt thanks to Professor H. Hirokawa for his kind encouragement and valuable suggestions in the preparation of this paper. I must also express my heartfelt thanks to the referee who gave valuable comments.
2. We require the following lemmas. Σ (*,,,-a n-l 9 w < c < oo for all p, then Σ*. 0 |ΔΛI < °° whenever Σ™ =0 \Δx n \ < oo. This is due to F. M. Mears ([3, p. 595] 
} is nonnegative and nonincreasing and
This is Lemmas 3 and 4 in [2] .
ABSOLUTE NORLUND SUMMABILITY 367 LEMMA 3. If {p n } and {q n } arenonnegatiυe, then (4) P™ < K(n + ΐ)P n and (5) R n ^ P n Q nFurther, if {p n } and {q n } are nonincreasing, then (6) (n + l)P n < KPV and
Proof. The inequalities (4) and (6) are Lemma 5 in [2] . The inequality (5) is easily established. So we shall prove the inequality (7). Since the sequence {P n /(n + 1)} is nonincreasing, and KQ^ > (« + l)Q n , = P o q n + 2^q n= P n Q ( Mn + 1) ^ P n Q n /K. . The inequality (8) is Lemma 6(11) in [2] .
IKUKO MIYAMOTO
The inequality (9); Using Abel's transformation, from (3) and (8), we have
The inequality (10); Using Abel's transformation, from (8), we get
-.
f\ f\ JLmJ irn -rr-μ-rn -μ ί-* ζ\ /Λ
The inequality (11); Since {q n ) is nonincreasing, we have 
Noting that (13) for n > μ, we get and for n > μ 4-1,
Also it is easily seen that Σ£ =o λ nμ = 1. Hence, for n > p,
By Lemma 4(10),
P n P n _ 1 ^ '
Using the identity Λ=Σ Σ K -a n _ Uμ = 0 (1) By (13), we get for n > μ, , say.
Since Σ; =o P μ c y _ = 1, using (7) and (11), we get Lastly, using (1), (7) and (11), we obtain
This completes the proof of Theorem 2. The Supporting Institutions listed above contribute to the cost of publication of this Journal, but they are not owners or publishers and have no responsibility for its content or policies.
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